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3:26 A,M.;" and which were taking place while Sazonov
was carrying on his diplomatic negotiations. This does not
necessarily imply, as many Germans believe,100 that "par-
tial mobilization" was deliberately and primarily agreed
upon as a ruse to deceive.the Germans or that Sazonov's
diplomatic negotiations for a peaceful solution were pure
hypocrisy, "war being already a settled matter," as Dobro-
rolski says, There seems little doubt, as indicated above,
that the partial mobilization plan was seriously regarded
by Sazonov and the Tsar, if not by the General Staff, as a
good means of checking Austria without provoking Ger-
many. And if it provoked Germany, Russia would wait for
Germany to declare war or attack first, and thus be branded
before the world as the aggressor.101 There seems equally
little doubt that between July 26 and 28 Sazonov honestly
carried on diplomatic negotiations with the optimistic hope,
not shared by the Russian military authorities, of securing
a peaceful solution satisfactory to Russia.102 Pourtales,
however, like Buchanan,103 had become very apprehensive
as to the danger of even a partial mobilization against
Austria. He was clear-minded enough to realize that it
would be an exceedingly dangerous means of exerting dip-
lomatic pressure. If Russia should attempt a bluff of this
kind, he feared that the militarists everywhere would gain
an increased influence, and soon take the question beyond
99 See above, at note 89.
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